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Abstract
Importance The target interest rate is the main tool of the interest rate policy. Deflationary trends in leading economies undermined interest rates of central banks. It resulted in the phenomenon of negative interest rates on commercial banks’ deposits.

Objectives The research focuses on the specifics of the modern interest rate policy of central banks in leading economies. I also identify what caused negative interest rates and outline a methodological framework for the interest rate policy in the Russian economy.

Methods The research is based on methods of logic and statistical analysis.

Results I unveil distinctions of central banks’ interest rate policies, while the monetary mechanism of the modern economy evolves. I unfold the specifics of regulating interest rates with interest rate corridors. The article highlights distinctions in setting interest rates and the way they influence lending and liquidity. I also underpin the nexus between the formation of interest rates and leverage level of the economy. Interest rates were found to impact deflationary trends.

Conclusions and Relevance The specifics of the modern interest rate policies of central banks depends on the way the monetary mechanism evolves, i.e. the mechanism of the money supply. As central banks implemented payment systems, cash in correspondent accounts of commercial banks with central banks grew even more important. However, in targeting the rate on these reserves, central banks are constrained to influence interest rates on commercial bank’s loans. That is why central banks are unable to effectively stimulate a growth in bank lending during the cyclical recession and have to apply an unconventional method to increase the money supply.

Currently the financial and credit segments of leading countries demonstrate some common traits, such as a decline in deposit rates of central banks down to negative values, increase in public and private debts, higher leverage of the public sector and households.

The European Central Bank (ECB) set up the rate of negative 0.1 percent on overnight deposits of commercial banks and cut it down to negative 0.4 percent in March 2016. On January 29, 2016, the Bank of Japan pronounced its move to the policy of quantitative and qualitative easing and negative interest rates and imposed the rate of negative 0.1 percent on excess reserves of commercial banks. Central banks of Denmark and Sweden also introduced negative interest rates.
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These actions shall be viewed not only as an attempt to boost the economy, but also as a response to new trends in the formation of interest rates. As stated in proceedings by C. Borio [1], L. Rachel, T. Smith [2], G. Thwaites [3], developed countries have been experiencing a stable decline in yields on long-term government bonds and real policy rate, which is defined as the difference between the target short-term interest rate of the central bank and the inflation index.

The new trends left a trail in the way the monetary mechanism operates, i.e. the mechanism of money supply. As noted by the analysts of the Bank of England M. McLeay, M. Radia, R. Thomas, the money creation in fact differs from popular, though erroneous, concepts. That is, banks act as intermediaries and lend saving deposits, but, in the mean time, they do not multiply the central bank’s money when they grant loans and accept deposits respectively. The amount of money created in the economy ultimately depends on the monetary policy of the central bank. Generally this policy is enforced through interest rates. The central bank can also influence the money supply by purchasing assets, i.e. quantitative easing [4].

According to the analysts of the U.S. Federal Reserve System S. Carpenter and S. Demiralp, the recent growth in bank reserves necessitates the revision of the nexus between banking reserves and money aggregates and bank lending. As they note, an analysis of the U.S. institutional structure and empirical data from the 1990s and onwards clearly shows that the transmission mechanism fails if based on the standard model of the money multiplier from reserves to money aggregates and bank loans [5].

As the contemporary practice of non-cash money creation proves, the mechanism of a money multiplier ceased to be actively used in the economic system, though being very current in the second half of the 20th century. The money multiplier concept is known to imply that money aggregates stem from the money base controlled by the central bank.

Issues of the money multiplier concept and its effect on interest rates were addressed in researches by U. Bindseil [6, 7], Z. Jakab and M. Kumhof [8]. R. Werner providing empirical evidence of the non-cash money creation in the process of lending transactions and without reference to the money base [9, 10]. Distinctions of the monetary policy in the contemporary environment were studied by A. Kashyap, J. Stein [11, 12], M. Farag, D. Harland, D. Nixon [13], C. Bowdler, A. Radia [14], L. Christiano and M. Eichenbaum [15]. The specifics of quantitative easing, as an unconventional lever of the money supply, was examined by J. Bridges, R. Thomas [16], S. Fullwiler, L. Wray [17], M.S. Mohanty [18], P. Mishra, P. Montiel [19], B. Fawley, C. Neely [20].

In my opinion, it is important to remember that current trends that arise in monetary segments of leading countries and result in dropping real and nominal interest rates have been evolving for many years. They originated from changes in the monetary mechanism of the contemporary economy, i.e. the money supply mechanism. It is the money supply growth that ensured the downward movement of interest rates.

The monetary mechanism of leading countries transformed due to a number of reasons. First, the prudential supervision of commercial banks was developed. It particularly refers to the adoption of the Basel I Accord (1988) and subsequent Basel II Accord. Second, payment systems of central banks were designed to streamline commercial banks’ settlements. Those events took place in the early 1990s and led to unexpected implications.

As for the first implication, in the existing circumstances, the Basel capital adequacy ratio minimum requirement appeared to be a natural constraint on bank lending, rather than an inflow of deposits to a commercial bank. It enabled commercial banks to lend more, notwithstanding balances of accounts and their trends.

Assignment of previous loans to special purpose vehicles (SPV), subsequent securitization of those loans and sale of bonds in the financial market became another option for increased lending. Upon the advent of central banks’ payment systems, money circulating in such systems, i.e. balances of correspondent accounts (reserves), acquired special properties that distinguished them from bank deposits. It appeared that money in correspondent
accounts (reserves) were not subject to a multiplicative effect and completely controlled by central banks. This is due to the fact that they are formed in the closed system, while money is debited from one correspondent account and credited to the other one simultaneously. Currently, the term banking sector liquidity is used denoting gross reserves of commercial banks at the central bank.

As the economists of the Bank of Norway T. Bernhardsen and A. Kloster point out, reserves of the central bank are the only generally accepted means of interbank settlements, with the central bank having the exclusive authority to create them. In the closed system, reserves of the central bank migrate throughout accounts of commercial banks at the central bank. Commercial banks cannot influence total reserves in the banking system, at their own discretion [21].

Thus, here we have a paradox. For purposes of lending transactions commercial banks got empowered to create the money supply limited only with the corporate sector and households’ demand for loans. To create money, commercial banks may simply debit the Loans Granted account and credit the amount from the customer’s account (borrower). Things get more complicated when the customer requests the bank to transfer money to the other bank. If there is not enough money in the correspondent account at the central bank, it shall be borrowed from the interbank market or central bank.

Currently, these features are common not only for the monetary mechanism of national economies, but also the mechanism for forming monetary liquidity in the global economy. Global currencies circulating in this sector are called European currency, according to the tradition dating back to the 1960s. The Eurodollar lays the basis for this. As S. Fowler emphasizes, Eurodollars, in a way, can be presented as decisions, rather than funds. Eurodollars are formed when a foreign banker assumes an obligation denominated in dollars as a deposit, notwithstanding that no cent will leave the U.S. Federal Reserve System [22].

Based on this example, the foreign (say, European) bank can place a dollar deposit, i.e. grant a loan to the customer, by making a banking entry through accounts of the balance sheet. However, if the customer requests to transfer the money to an U.S. bank, the bank that grants the loan and places the dollar deposit respectively shall raise a respective amount from the interbank market. Currently, commercial banks need the central banks’ money to transfer money they created from one bank into another upon the customers’ requests (borrowers), rather than to grant loans.

The monetary mechanism transformation, which caused an increase in the money supply and a drop in interest rates respectively, could but make many corporations and households seek loan refinancing. It shaped the downward trend in interest rates. Unsustainability of money and credit aggregates was the first thing monetary regulators noticed in the early 2000s when the situation changed. It derogated the targeting of monetary indicators and paved the way for the regulation of interest rates. It is noteworthy that various countries made attempts to manage interest rates. However, such regulatory attempts were not very efficient, impeding any prompt reaction to economic activities and price dynamics.

In the early 2000s, leading countries were setting up their practices for regulating interest rates, while the formation of the latter underwent significant changes. As the money mechanism evolved, the short-term interest rate, which central banks control, turned into a tariff for transporting money from one commercial bank into the other one through their correspondent accounts at the central bank.

As part of their interest rate policy, the U.S. Federal Reserve System sets the target rate on federal funds. This interest rate is overnight. Banks with excess statutory reserves grant loans to banks with insufficient statutory reserves. The target rate of the Federal Reserve System on federal funds is the critical metric of excess statutory reserves. The effective federal funds rate is the weighted average rate of market deals commercial banks make with federal funds, i.e. lending transactions based on federal funds.

In addition to the target rate on federal funds, the interest rate on required reserves – IORR and
the interest on excess reserves rate – IOER are used in the USA.

IORR is paid on statutory reserves, which the U.S. banks are bound to hold in the Federal Reserve System. IOER is charged on the amount of factual reserves (that is, commercial banks' funds in accounts at the Federal Reserve System) that exceeds statutory reserves. IOER and interests charged on excess reserves in particular are tools the Federal Reserve System resorts to absorb excess liquidity. They resemble the European Central Bank's practice of attracting excess resources into deposits.

As part of its interest rate policy, the ECB maintains an interest rate corridor. The ceiling of the interest rate corridor is the marginal lending facility rate. Using this rate, the ECB injects liquidity into the banking sector in case the overnight interest rate of the monetary market increases.

The floor of the interest rate corridor is the overnight deposit facility rate. Using this rate, the ECB shall raise excess liquidity for deposits in ordinary circumstances. Adhering to the quantitative easing policy, the ECB sets up a negative interest rate on deposits of 0.4 percent so as to urge commercial banks to utilize their reserves.

In addition to the above rates, the ECB applies the main refinancing rate. The ECB applies it when making weekly transactions for providing additional liquidity to the banking sector.

When implementing its interest rate policy, the Bank of England sets up the target overnight interest rate. The Bank of England absorbs excess liquidity attracting deposits at the deposit rate. If liquidity is insufficient and the short-term interest rate increases respectively, the Bank of England provides the banking system with additional reserves at the lending rate. Thus, the Bank of England maintains the bank rate within the corridor bounds. The lending rate is its ceiling, and the deposit rate is its floor. Central banks set up a symmetric corridor of its fluctuations. The identical model is run in Russia through the key rate.

When using the interest rate corridor, central banks of leading countries both ensure the supply of monetary liquidity (in case the target interest rate hits its ceiling) and absorb the excess liquidity by streaming it to deposits (in case the target interest rate hits its floor). These measures draw the interbank interest rate into the middle of the corridor.

To forecast the trajectory of the target interest rate within the corridor, central banks shall consider how autonomous factors (the banking system's demand for cash and transactions of the governmental treasury) change. As part of these transactions, treasuries gain proceeds and incur expenses [6].

Initially, interest corridors were put in practice by the ECB and central banks of Australia, Canada, New Zealand [6]. It is worth mentioning that only one in four (ECB) central banks employs the system of statutory reserves. From their inception, interests rates are regarded as a versatile tool to regulate monetary liquidity central banks provide. In the USA the excess liquidity of the banking system is not pooled into deposits. Interests are paid on such liquidity. This practice led to an important consequence. Excess statutory reserves turned into a type of risk-free assets.

As the monetary mechanism evolves, the conversion of (1) bank deposits and (2) balances of correspondent accounts into two separate elements shaped the specifics of interests rates in the contemporary economy. They are involved in the regulation of the interest rate on reserves, i.e. the central bank's money. Commercial banks request this money for transferring customers' deposits, i.e. money they create when they lend. If commercial banks need more resources than the central bank can give, the latter has to create more money (reserves) in maintaining the interest rate within the given corridor. It means that the interest rate corridor is de facto a tool to correlate the central bank's money supply and the amount of money generated by commercial banks. However, this mechanism actually results in refinancing of the economy and a drop in interest rates.

As proved in practice, the interest rate corridor poses a substantial threat to countries, the currencies of which depend on resources. For example, Russia. If the global price for goods, which such countries export, drops, national currency markets become turbulent. Under these circumstances, commercial banks transfer their
funds through the central bank’s payment system to a stock exchange. Those funds are money generated by commercial banks indeed. Maintaining the target interest rate within the given corridor, the central bank increases the volume of liquidity. That is, it issues reserves as a special element of the money supply. In this case, speculation against the national currency can be beaten if the target rate (the key rate in Russia) is increased so much as to make speculative transactions with currency less profitable for commercial banks. As seen in the market, a spiking increase in the key interest rate disrupts lending processes in the national economy.

Targeting the federal funds rate (FFR) is a distinction of the U.S. Federal Reserve System’s interest rate policy. As federal funds needed to be raised on an interest-rate basis to settle customers’ accounts, the U.S. commercial banks could but try diminishing the demand for such funds. To address the issue, commercial banks chose to transfer balances of customers’ accounts from deposit account to the currency market since they are exempt from reserve requirements. Private netting offices became another option to reduce commercial banks’ demand for federal funds. CHIPS (Clearing House and Interbank Payment System) processes multiple clearing transactions among the U.S. banks, and Fedwire finalizes the settlements. Smaller banks choose to make payments through local systems. Transactions with securities are settled via DTCC (Depositary Trust and Clearing Corp.) and FICC (Fixed Income Clearing Corp.). To become less dependent on federal funds, the U.S. banks started to raise resources from the Eurodollar market and perform REPO transactions. Such operations had a tremendous effect. They intensified the effect of the federal funds rate on short-term interest rates, which are formed in other markets and the markets of Eurodollars and REPO in particular. Those markets started arbitrage trading.

As netting mechanisms evolve, the U.S. banking system needs much less federal funds, and banks attract fewer overnight loans for their payment purposes. However, as the amount of reserve funds decreased, FFR became more volatile. Insufficient funds for payments cause the volatility of this rate in certain periods of time.

As netting practices expand, federal funds will become less important for the monetary policy of the Federal Reserve System. Hence, it is noteworthy that some countries (Australia and Canada in particular) adopted legislative remedies for using solely central banks’ money in order to finally settle payments in the banking system. As per laws of the countries, it is money of central banks that ensures the final settlement among commercial banks [23].

The monetary mechanism and its evolution dictated the way interest rates are formed in line with the special role of such elements of the money supply as bank deposits and reserves (balances of correspondent accounts). In the contemporary economy corporate and household lending is based on endogenous (internal) money generated by commercial banks. In this type of lending, interest rates depend on the demand for credit resources and banks’ lending capabilities in accordance with principles of prudential supervision and credit risks of specific classes of borrowers. To transfer customers’ funds, including those ones from a lending transaction, in the payment system of the central bank, commercial banks use exogenous (external) money generated by monetary authorities in ensuring the banking sector’s liquidity. So, it is money that commercial banks hold at the central bank. The interest rate on respective loans is set by central banks.

Therefore, commercial banks grant loans to customers at the interest rate on endogenous money created by commercial banks. The interest rate which the central bank maintains within the corridor is the rate on exogenous money created by central banks. As I have already mentioned, this interest rate virtually constitutes the tariff for remitting money from one bank to the other.

The interest rate which central banks target at has no direct impact on the amount of loans commercial banks provide to the real economy and households. However, it determines whether commercial banks are capable of making timely remittances via the payment system upon customers’ requests.

The rate on reserves can influence the situation in the financial market, being a kind of an anchor since the interest rate policy of central banks fails to...
stipulate any quantitative benchmarks. For instance, this rate has an impact on yields on government bonds.

It is important to note, for purposes of maintaining the interest rate within the given corridor, deposit accounts of commercial banks at the central bank hold money that ensures the remittance from one bank to the other one during payments. That is why lending activity cannot be stimulated by imposing the negative interest rate on respective deposits.

The interest rate policy of central banks has become less influential in forming interest rates on bank loans issued to companies and households for the recent decades after the said changes in the monetary mechanism. The interest policy of monetary authorities became less effective. The problem is that the interest rate on reserves as set by central banks can exert a certain pressure on lending activities of commercial banks, which currently depend on the capital-to-asset ratio. It restricted the impact central banks could have on the aggregate demand and price dynamics. Thus, regulating the interest rate on reserves (the key rate in Russia), which is very common in the contemporary economy, cannot be considered as an effective tool of inflation targeting.

The low interest rate is often called the liquidity trap. The term originates in the Keynesian theory of the demand for money to describe distinguishing features of the situation that arises at the cyclical depression phase, i.e. when the aggregate demand and deflationary trends fall. However, this situation does not last for a long time. In the contemporary economy too low interest rates can have other roots. These are changes in the monetary mechanism after central banks introduce their payment systems and the Basel capital adequacy ratio is introduced, which actually blazed the money supply.

Hence, as a result of the monetary mechanism evolution, the short-term interest rate, which central banks target at, has a limited effect on lending activities of commercial banks. This is due to the fact that commercial banks utilize reserves subject to the said interest rate to remit money within the closed payment system of the central bank upon customers’ requests (borrowers), rather than to provide loan to companies and households.

Considering the existing monetary mechanism, the short-term interest rate on monetary liquidity, which circulates in the payment system of central banks, will not guarantee the efficiency of the monetary policy aimed to support the economic growth and ensure the relative stability of price indicators.

This is no coincidence resulting from the unconventional monetary policy, interest rates which monetary authorities of developed economies target at approximate zero and the rates on credit institutions’ deposits at central banks become negative. They consistently stem from the monetary mechanism transformation, being influenced by the evolution of the governmental regulation and a response of market forces to regulatory measures. The monetary mechanism was modified so to emphasize the special role commercial banks’ reserves (balances of correspondent accounts) play to finalize interbank settlements in the closed payment system of the central bank (the adoption of the Basel Accord). The changes also concerned lending activities of commercial banks in line with the capital-to-assets ratio.

The changes boosted the money supply in leading economies and made the corporate sector and households have their loans refinanced. Subsequent attempts to optimize the debt burden engendered deflationary trends. Longstanding deleveraging is the only way to overwhelm the trends. Besides, central banks should configure their policies so as to cease regulating interest rates and manage credit aggregates comprehensively.
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